
Benefits of Seeking Knowledge:
Our purpose is to raise our ranks with Allah •
Allah told angels to bow down to humans. What sets us apart is our intellect. Our ability to recognize that Allah is the creator of the 
heavens and earth

•

Al-Ankaboot (29:43). …"Only those who have knowledge understand them"•

Hadith: Whoever Allah wishes good for, Allah gives him understanding of the religion. (presence at class is a great sign)○

We are need of his mercy○

Imam Shafi: After obligatory things, nothing more beloved to Allah than studying knowledge"○

Signs of Allah's love.•

Angels have respect for those who seek knowledge. Think of the unseen when in a circle of knowledge•
Creatures ask for our forgiveness•
Ilm makes our life easier---not living in doubt. •
Must know what has weight and what doesn’t in the hereafter•
The more we learn, the more ignorant we feel. •
Two people are never satisfied, one who is seeking knowledge and one who is seeking the world**•
Be jealous of those who have knowledge of Ilm, Quran, wisdom and one who spends money in the sake of Allah (swa)•
Any knowledge that does not increase your fear of Allah (swa) is incorrect.•
We should seek knowledge to humble ourselves, develop a love for Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) and his Companions, and 
worship Allah properly. Not to prove our friends and family wrong. 

•

"Knowledge calls upon action and either action corresponds or knowledge corresponds"○

Purpose of knowledge should be to come out of ignorance○

Not to be munafiq○

"Whoever withholds knowledge from people, let him be scared of the hell-fire"○

Acting on knowledge--we are like shining stars--this is a dawah in itself. ○

Acting Upon Knowledge:•

Practical Ways of Seeking Knowledge in North America:

Remember Allah so he is never forgotten*○

Obey Allah so he is never disobeyed*○

Being part of such an atmosphere

Getting to classes

Alhumdulillah

Thank Allah so no ingratitude is shown to Him. *○

Not to showoff, sincere intention○

What is Taqwa?•

Rabbi Zidni Ilma○

If He does so, shows His love for you

O Allah increase my knowledge○

Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) was told to make only one dua. (Many other du'as too, but this one specifically)•

Carry the Qur'an with us○

Familiarize yourself with Qur'an○

Books of Sunnah of the Prophet (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam)○

Fundamentals of Tawheed: Bilal Phillips□

Islamic Creed Series□

Aqeedah

Usool-Tafseer: BP□

Ibn Kathir□

Sciences of tafseer

Arees.org□

Aou.org□

Al-huda.pk□

Shariaprogram.ca□

Iqtoronto.com□

Alkauthar.org□

Online Programs

Learn the language of the Quran○

First Commandment was Iqra'•
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Alkauthar.org□

Duscommunity.org□

Never Belittle a circle of knowledge!! •

TIES THAT BIND

Arabia○

Pre-Prophet Hood○

Polis-city-states○

Tribe had own founding fathers□

Different origins □

Legends and fables□

Not all factual □

Founding:

Honored with greatest honor--poetry□

Ceremonies□

Held in high-esteem□

Surah Al-Baqarah: remember Allah as you remember you forefathers □

Service: 

Connected to tribe□

Tribe is immediate family□

Blood relations and same tribe. Once ancestor in common□

Same culture, ideas, traditions □

Bonding: 

Alliances with other tribes□

Otherwise, cannot come and go as you please□

Cannot walk into another tribe □

Outsiders:

Exile □

Death□

Break Ties: 

Pros: loyalty, same culture, security, understanding 

Con: Huge injustice to outsider, gang mentality, hate, revenge 

Exclusive○

Tribalism•

Current ○

Very recent○

Borders were not defined○

Began in French revolution○

Loyalty to country, region. Break from tradition. No longer loyal to king. ○

After WWI, more borders. Iraq, Lebanon, Qatar, etc. ○

Concept of Citizenship ○

Baby from all three ○

Exaggeration □

Founding's:

Honor after death□

21 gun salute□

Those who are patriotic, serve country □

Service: 

The nation itself□

As a citizen of that nation□

Regardless of religion, ideas, □

Nothing in common □

Bonding: 

Various degrees□

Green card holders□

Different treatment based on degree □

Outsiders:

Treason punished by death □

Break Ties: 

Exclusive○

Nation State•
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Treason punished by death □

Pros: infrastructure, organized support, following rules

Cons: no criteria to combine people, high risk of animosity challenging loyalties 

Islamic Definition of a governing system○

Muslim brother of a Muslim brother○

Founder is best of creation□

No exaggeration□

Founding: 

Honor is in the hereafter□

Honor in dunya is trivial □

Seeking khayr in afterlife□

What do songs and 21 gun saloots do for you when you are in your grave? GEM□

Service: 

Whoever is part of Ummah□

Shariah□

Same rights, rituals□

Same languages□

Regardless of color□

Bonding: 

Ranks. □

Can be travelers, visitors etc. 

Non-Muslim pay jizya for protection□

Outsiders: 

Leaving Islam publically=death or HARSH punishment □

Must be in a Muslim shariah following state □

Break Ties: 

Pros: not bound by geography, color. Same religion. Universal brotherhood. Doesn’t matter where you came from

Con: problems from outsiders

*what is revealed is perfect, though we may not be

Exclusive○

Ummah-Hood•

Pros of tribalism nation state adopted by ummah. (maintaining ties, made it part of dawah, kinship, draw line at negatives, take 
from positives, draw line at Quran and sunnah. Freedom of religion

○

Anything GOOD from Allah, anything bad from me○

What needs to be done? •
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